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Milestones Receives 
A-Pius Honor Rating 
The student yearbook. The 
Milestone, has received the high- 
est possible grade from the Na- 
tional Yearbook Association. 
The A-Plus rating Is the sec- 
ond honor received by the 1967 
edition. Earlier the Associated 
Collegiate Press selected The 
Milestone as one of the outstand- 
ing college yearbooks In the coun- 
try. 
This marks the third con- 
secutive year that NYA has re- 
cognized The Milestone with Its 
top award. 
The student staff is awaiting 
word from Columbia Scholastic 
Prass Association. If it re- 
ceives the highest award from 
that rating panel, it would rep- 
resent the third consecutive year 
that The Milestone has won the 
mythical Triple Crown of year- 
book awards. 
The 1965 Milestone became the 
first yearbook ever to receive all 
three top awards. 
The NYA recognised The Mile- 
stone as an "excellent book... 
with artistic quality, or- 
glnaiity and beauty." 
Ann Scott, of Raywlck in Mar- 
lon County and now teaching in 
Louisville, was editor of the 
1987 Milestone. Marsha Scott 
Webster, New Hope In Lame 
>County, associate editor last 
year, and Richard Eads, Paris, 
who served as managing editor, 
are co-editors of the 1968 Mile- 
stone. 
1
 Mr. Donald R. Feltner, dean 
of public affairs, serves as ad- 
visor to the award-winning year- 
boot 
£KU Football Teem 
Ranked Fourth By AP 
Eastern's high flying football 
Colonels have been ranked fourth 
In today's Associated Press poll 
T college division teams. t Only San Diego State, Waynes- 
burg, and North Dakota State 
are ranked higher than Roy Kldd's 
outfit which has posted a 5-1-1 
won-lost-tled record. 
The NCAA bowl committee has 
listed Eastern as a leading cand- 
idate for the Grantland Rice Bowl, 
and a possible candidate for the 
Tangerine Bowl which is to be 
played In Orlando, Fla., Dec. 16. 
Ward-Nunn to Involve Youth 
BY  CATHY HELLEN of this state. CoUege of Kentucky.  This group 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER Jim Fallln, a representative will meet four times annually 
November the seventh marks irom the 'Younger Citizens for in Frankfort and will offer young 
the date of election for the po- Ward and Ford*' sayd, *Mr. Ward people In the state of Kentucky 
sltion of Governor of Kentucky, and Mr. Ford have said that when an opportunity to give voice to 
Henry Ward, Democratic candl- they are elected they will es- their opinions about legislation, 
date and Louie Nunn, Republican tabllsh a commission which will better education recreation fa- 
candidata, are both placing consist of an elected represen- cllltles, etc." Fallln added that 
special  emphasis on the youth tatlve from each University and this commission will  work out 
of the Lieutenant Governor's of- 
fice. 
Eric Karnes, a pre-law major 
at the University of Kentucky, 
serves as the state represent- 
ative for the Young Republicans. 
Karnes said. "Mr. Nunn has pro- 
EKU Theatre Presenting 
4St. Joan' This Week 
BY JO ANNE COLLINS 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
D'Estlvet: Roger  Lane, as the00"*1 an advisory committee on 
Stewsrd   and   Cauchon;     Larry student   affairs   and   education. 
Karnes backs up McDonald's 
statement by adding *Nunn doe* 
not want 'yes men", because 'yea 
men* are Interested only in an 
administration of a few people 
which promote their own per- 
sonal Interests. Nunn wants an 
administration which will be 
representative of all the people 
of Kentucky." 
Due to the intense Interest in 
the college student, both the 
Young Republicans president, 
Dan Crum, and the president for 
the Young Democrats, William 
Flster, support their respective 
candidates wholeheartedly. 
Flster reminds us that Ward 
has more government ex- 
perience than his opponent. He 
believes that the election will be 
a close one. with Ward the vie- 
by 
. A totally new and different Pergram, as Poulengey and ™* organisation wiU be in- 
type of dramatic production for Warwick; Robert Carver, as the dependent, and not tied to the 
most Eastern students Is being Archbishop; Larry Mason, as La administration. They will meet 
presented here for the first time Tremoullle and L'Advenu; •* nnytlme they feel necessary 
fills week. Charles Taylor, as La Hire and wlth ■»* iwernor, or when the tor, anywhere from 5,000 to 
The  play   'St.   Joan," which the soldier; B1U Thomas as the «°™™>r •"■el the necessity of 20 000 votes.  Flster concluded, 
was   originally   scheduled     for Dauphin; Roy Gibson, as Dunols; QMr  •**ce.     The main pur- "Henry   Ward   doesn't promise 
October  27 and  28, has    been Larry PoweU, as the chaplain; P08- °* ■■ committee wiU be to   things he can't give." 
postponed   and   is  being shown Krlstl Mllllgan, as the Inqulaltor' hear °m Problems of the stu-      Crum   Is   convinced that the 
tonight and tomorrow night. and Gary Moore, as CourceUes. d«*s,  ■*• their likes and dls-   Republican candidate, Nunn, will 
Due to unfinished construction      Other  students aiding In   the !**•■•   Kwa wants lbwn to Pur-  come out of tb* •*•**■- •head- 
work    In   the   Pearl Buchanan production of "St. Joan" Include P°»« answers to their problems.  He  believes   "Louie  Nunn will 
Theatre the location of the play Charlene Marcum, the assistant S> also wants their advice on  win by  60 000 votes, which   is 
has   also   been  changed and  it director, and Mary Montgomery his proposals.' approximately **%•"_ These flg- 
is now being presented at the Parke, acting as stage manager. Each party has proposed a plan 
Model Laboratory Auditorium In Working the lighting effects are »r ■ representative collegiate 
the Donovan Building. Carole Watson, David Smith, and organisation to work with the 
"St. Joan," written by George Gary Moore.  Chris Taulbee and st*t«-      They   differ on points 
Bernard   Shaw,   Is   s Reader's Kathle Henderson handle sound. such ** annual meetings, as op- 
Theatre Production. Mr. A. Say re In charge of costuming are Mar- Posed to non-specific meetings. 
Harris, director of "St. Joan," sha Kovac and Dolly Gibson, and There is also the difference of  also Include an Income tax credit 
said,  "It is a new and unique Barbara HaU and Carolyn Huber who the student representatives  for self-supporlng students, and 
Style of staging which has re- are directing publicity. "HI   work   with.     Each candl- 
eently become very popular. "The     George   Bernard   Shaw,   well ■"■> does, however, have specf- 
audlence will find the most un- known  as  a   social dramatist, flc roles for the college student 
usual characteristic of the play wrote  "St. Joan" shortly   after ln their administration, 
to be that the actors  perform 1920,   the  year   ln  which Joan      Fallln added, "All young peo- 
with their scripts. of Arc was made a saint ln the P" want  someone ln Frankfort 
Mr. Harris, who is a pro- Catholic Church by papal de- who will not only talk with us, 
fessor of speech and drama at cree. The play Is based on the but someone who will listen to 
Eastern, said, "I am very ex- familiar story of Joan of Arc, «■• Mr- *»*1 has said that 
cited about the play, Itself, the and takes place ln May of 1431. he feels that the president of 
talent we have ln It, and the In the play, Joan of Arc Is the student body of each state 
new   lighting   effects  which  we burned at the stake as a heretic college or university should be 
ures were taken from a Republi- 
can Poll of the state. Crum 
brings out such points as Nunn's 
proposal to have parents receive 
an Income tax credit for their 
school   children.      This   would 
Hail To Thee Great Pumpkin 
Vma Wlnkler, freshman from Irvine, 
ders what magic the mystical "Great Pump- 
kin" holds In store for her as another Hallo- 
ween season has come and gone, but not be- 
fore leaving its marks on our realistic society. 
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland 
are able to use In the Model after an. unusual trial. After 
.Lab Auditorium." He also ad-she goes to the stake, she comes 
ded that the simple setting and beck in time along with those 
the minimum of physical action who were responsible for kill- 
allow the play to move at a }?»" h,r: As *"• stor>' unfolds, 
faster pace. it  can  be    seen why five hun- 
dred years elapsed before Joan 
The cast,  which  was select- of Arc was accepted as s saint, 
ed from  members of the stu-     The play was written with an 
dent body at open  tryouts, ln- unusual   and delightful  mixture 
elude:   Suranne   Ankrum, play- of  intensely serious drsma and 
St.   Joan;   Edward  Ananla, very light comedy. Today it can 
a voting member on the Board 
of Regents of that institution. 
This Is another example of bow 
Mr. Ward wants the youth of 
Kentucky to have an opportunity 
to express themselves to the 
adults of the state. Mr. Ward 
has referred to the youth, as 
"our states greatest resource." 
Jack McDonald, National Fed- 
eration Chairman of the Young 
Republicans,   feels   that Louie 
New Progress Editors Appointed Foreign Students Observe 
UN Day In Frankfort 
as  Robert de  Baudrlcourt and still tell s great deal about many  Nunn's keynote to his personal- 
Fred Mulllns, Progress editor news editor; and Allen Trimble,     Barbara Donnell assumes the 
-ln-chlef, and CralgAmmerman, assistant sports editor. position  of feature editor after 
Progress managing editor, have Steve Callender, a sophomore having been a staff writer for 
announced nine editorial appoint- business major from Richmond, two years. Miss Donnell, a Jun- 
ments to fill the administrative, serves ln the dual role of ad- lor English major from Versall- 
staff of The Eastern Progress for vertlslng editor and editorial tea- lea, assigns all feature articles 
the school year 1967-88. turlst.     As advertising editor, to staff writers and then   edits 
Mulllns, Ammerman and Roy Callender   assists  Watson with the copy before presenting it for 
Watson, Progress business man- the selling of ads which make Publication. 
*f*r' were appointed to their po- the Progress financially sound.      Jamie Hounchell has assumed 
BY SHELLI DENHAM seated were Nationalist China 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER South Vietnam, Chile, Inlda Fin- 
On October 24, 1987, the 22nd '•ad, J*P»n, Guatemala, and"West 
anniversary of the United Nations Gennany. 
was     observed    ln   Frankfort.     --.-  .jj,r.H™, K~~n «H»K 2-aar: *rvaar -2* aSftS&Si; 
of the national, International, and 
religious Issues. Shaw's plays, 
which deal with social problems, 
are often written to demand 
social, political, or economic 
lustlce. 
Admission to the production 
ln the Donovan Building la free, 
and curtain time Is 8 p.m. 
lty is Ms true sincerity ln the 
young people of today. Mr. 
McDonald   believes that    Nunn 
business's that give scholarships 
or financial support to students. 
Crum feels that the Nunn team 
knows that education cannot be 
altered overnight, but Nunn will 
see that changes are made. 
'Nunn has said many times 
that the doors of Frankfort will 
be open to everyone," Crum 
concluded. 
The leaders of each party urg- 
ed qualified students, who have 
aa Interest ln their school, to 
review the respective platforms, 
formulate an opinion, and vote 
for  the   man  of  their choice. 
Fred Mulllns, editor-in-chief 
of the Eastern Progress, report- 
ed that both Mr. Nunn and Mr. 
Ward had been contacted by let- 
ter on two separate occasions re- 
questing that they submit article 
of 500 words or less outlining 
their platform. Mulllns said, 
•It was the Intention of the Prog- 
ress to run both of these arti- 
cles on the editorial page in 
this   Issue.      We   were lndeea 
shares the Idealisms and dl- disappointed that neither can- 
dlcatlon of todays' youth. He^^g forwarded their state- 
says that, "Louie Nunn will win meats tor the consideration of 
due to the young people of Ken- the more than 8,000 readers 
tacky." of the Progress." 
t Queen Athena Assumes Duties 
— * — •      -s , no cnei. nas ass e    snd    universities    ln Kentucky, ^ hTTh «hool^end Mtow^dTv   »tJw£££^e32.IE£U» *«**»"°n.     She plans to work 
sltion.  tost  spring by the Sta- Callender also hurtles the lay-  the   position of fashion  editor,   wearing   the   colorful dress  of J £*£** *£?££?*&     -r^^ 5222! EE?" * Europ" durtn« th* mmtaM- 
dent Publications Board. out   of   page   three  and  writes  Mian   Smmrfutl  i.  r.sen.slM.   their homelands took part in the tEfgELa*     " SUp^ of the     This year Eastern's Military 
„-I-K~M„_ st"e Capitol. Department   Is   enhanced   with N»"cy  exclaimed that she was features for the editorial Pages 
Appointed to editorial positions in his role ss edltorlsl featurlst. 
are Steve Callender, advertising Tn# Progress editorial car- 
editor and editorial featurlst; toonlst, Neal Donaldson, is re- 
Neal Donaldson, editorial car- sponslble for the cartoons which 
toonlst; Barbara Donnell, fee- appear on page two. Donaldson, 
tare   editor;   Jamie   Hounchell, , freshmsn srt major, has al- 
fashlon editor; Joyce Lee, org- ready had his work reprinted ln after having served two years as 
snixauons    editor;   Karl Park, t»o newspapers, The Richmond a staff writer. Miss Lee, a senior 
sports   editor;   Gayle Schloss, Dtiiy   poster and  the  More- speech and  drama 
research editor; Regald   Smith, „sad Trallblater. 
iss Hounchell Is responsible 
for the pictures and copy which 
appears on the women's page each 
week. She Is a sophomore soc- 
ial science major from Rich- 
mond. 
Joyce Lee moves Into the po- 
sition   of   organizations  editor 
major from 
onPmgeBgnt) 
celebration. 
The foreign students who re- 
presented Eastern were Nicky 
Cabreios Tina Cho, Mlcklko 
Matqumote and Susan Shaklb. 
Dr. Kim of the Political Science 
Department accompanied the stu- 
dents. 
In addition to the foreign stu- 
dents , there were four students 
who represented CIRUNA, anor- 
ganlzatlon concerned with foreign 
affairs. These students were 
Janet Terry, Kenny Jackson, Ken 
Harp, and Dan Kent. 
About 20 foreign students were 
present for the festivities rep- 
resenting the University of 
Louisville Kentucky State Col- 
lege, Eastern and the Univer- 
sity of Kentucky. 
Among   the countries  repre- 
added beauty and efficiency ln the looking forward to this trip "with 
As Queen Anthena she has many 
projects ln the making. One of 
these is a scrapbook for the 
sponsors. 
pPSS^SST^ £ £»-«* Nancy _L*wis7 the ■**"» 
dent, concerning  th. goals and T!X^1£?L* 
aspirations of the United Nations.     "*• u,le of Queen Anthena is 
Following  the program     the ">»nied »r the Greek goddess of 
students were honored by'a re- wisdom and war. 
caption held ln the state reception     ***y, » aenior from Versail- 
room_ les,  admitted disbelief with the 
announcement that she bad re- 
After returning to Eastern, the   celved   the coveted  title.    She 
foreign   students  were  honored said   "I feel very proud and 
at  a tea and a dinner ln ob- honored  to represent Eastern's 
observance of the 22nd annlver- Military Department." 
sary of the United Nations. Chosen by AU8A   she will ■£J?S££t f2: «-&!-brt— —^ *rt* 
Nancy's closing comment was 
Her more tentative plans for "We're off to a great start and 
next      fall     include    teaching ' am sure we will have a wonder- 
Rttrtnam ful year!" 
ner   and   introductions  of each 
teacher present were made. 
The object of United Nations SuS"*    *    *"   *""■*■• 
He duties also include that of 
Day  was to make foreign stu- 
dent's feel at home ln America 
Rifles. 
Queen Athena Is directly re- 
tlcular. 
as  ROTC sponsors.   She over- 
sees the training and orientation 
of new  members ln the group 
younger generation wants to be and  makes  herself available to 
a part, and they are determined them. 
to do so. Nancy      spoke       very    en- 
Yes, Kentucky is "where   the thuslastlcally   about   the coeds 
action  Is" for  the G.  O.  P.   , with whom she works.    "I   am 
because this election can give really excited about working with 
them  the  majority  in  the gov- the sponsors this year," she said. 
B  ernorshlps of the nation, which "They are very enthused and are 
spoke at a special meeting of the they haven't held for nearly  20 looking sharp after only a few 
club. years. training periods." 
The young man from Nashville, In his tslk Mr. McDonald asked. It Is her aim to make the 
Term., told the group that "The "WI11 Kentucky speak out?" His sponsors a more organised 
eyes   of the Nation are  on Ken- helief was that the young people group. 
G.O.P. Leader Visits Eastern 
BY REGALD SMITH 
PROGRESS NEWS EDITOR 
Jack McDonald, the Young Re- 
Publicans Federation chairman, 
was the guest of the Eastern 
Young Republicans club last 
Tuesday. He held a press con- 
ference, and later that evening 
New Editors Fill Progress Staff 
tacky." Following this statement, 
be explained to the group that 
If Kentucky elects a Republican 
governor, the Republicans will 
hold a majority of the governor 
positions of the nation, whereas 
If Ward Is elected It win mean 
that there are 25 Democietic 
governors   and 
Continued on Page Seven 
Editorial appointment* have filled the ad- 
ministrative staff of the Progress. Seated 
from left: Barbara DonneO. feature editor; 
Allen Trimble, assistant sports editor; Karl 
Park, sports editor; Steve Callender, advertis- 
ing  editor   and  editorial  featarist;   Regald 
Smith, news editor; and Joyce Lee, organi- 
sations editor. Jamie "—iHfrr*11. fashion 
editor; Neal Donaldson, editorial cartoonist; 
and Gayle Schloss, resssrch editor, were ab- 
sent when the picture was taken. 
Progiess Photo by Trent Strickland 
governors. He went on to say 
that Kentucky is the only state 
ln the Union which has the op- 
portunity to 'turn the tide," and 
go Republican. 
Mr. McDonald also stressed 
the importance of the young peo- 
ple voting,  explaining that 
During her Junior year Nancy 
. served as sponsor for O Com- 
$100 Reward Offered pany- 
For Picture's Return JtjSaManual "a****"1"*- «•»•» 
It has  been  reported to   the     Besides   her   interest in the 
  Progress that an oil painting of military  phase of Eastern life 
26 Republican Dr- Russell I. Todd has been re- Nancy Is president of Alpha Pi 
moved from Todd Hall ln the last Kappa and is secretary of the 
week. . Senior Class.     She     Is also a 
The Progress is offeringa$l00 member of Kappa Delta Tau and 
reward to the person or persons KYMA. 
who supply the information that She will receive her degree ln 
leads to the apprehension of the Business Education ln the spring, 
person or persons who are re- Nancy's Immediate plans for 
the sponslble for the painting's dls- the future Include touring 
appearance. European countries following her 
Lovely Coed Brightens ROTC 
Nancy Lewis, has been bestowed with the honorary title of 
Cadet Colonel In her role ss Queen Athens Miss Lewie, a 
aenior business major from Versailles, Is In charge of aS 
cadet sponsors. —Progress Photo by Treat nTiliwIswl 
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•••*• •«»«  
CBAM AMMBHUK FEED WJUW§ J^j^^gfgL m. editor ZZZIZZZI'ZZ 
■■■■*■« •*,lr edBe»-k*-ehtef sdvleer  Mr. flfcg 
A Question Of Manners 
Lack 0£ Respect Shows Lack Of Learning 
Recmtiy, we were stocked to hear Democrat or Conservative, he en still have I* »eems tons that in thisday andage 
about the total lack of respect shown to tbc common courtesy to hear the speaker fret* «« «y»|fc QSOpk matching, pcote* 
^^^k^irr^uS: outand.ivehimthehenefitof^h, »«^;^ 
ward as tie spow at Murray acre UOIY« views „, the issues. foolish scerm arouiid the nation,   It is re- 
* While attempting to address a student XM. type of ™^J"^ *"" 8'f"1 m" "^f *£__*_*!_'£ 
assembly  Mr Ward was first delayed by be expected from university level students, of foolery have been participated m by col- 
V^TA'JSL whS^venkndrdid not People who supposedly have the intelligence |ege students the world around. 
h__t TZ*tfSr™ huadlS to bV in collegTshould have the manners F Here at Eastern it is sincerely hoped 
SSfcZ^^™*^ to sit and .«& .ttentiveiy to a spedre, tlut our student body has the r^genoe 
bodv walk out durin* his address. Th^ do "<* have to **m Wlth *• ,Peaker- «"* respect to sit and listen to what other 
miEtmm Sference whkh political but only listen.   Not all student agree people have to say.   People who refute to 
side of the fence a person is on when he with everytrung that they hear ui the class- hsten to both sides of anything equally are 
«*s to hear an address by one of the can- room, but how many get up and walk out in not acting m a manner which reflects an 
4dates.   Whether a person be Republican,    mass?     d«*ejed p"** _____ 1- ' — Pohtics and  political  favoritism  are 
m      •*• ~    t    • one tning; old-fashioned manners and poli- 
Classification Umtusion teness are another.   University status stud- 
Need For Social Stability. A Prejudice?   -*->--**-- 
Collective desire for rearrangement or    blind forces of nature.   His ability to im- Tj       1            •         T    TV 
change within society can stem from want,    pliment and control the many forces which Explanation   IS lAie 
It is a well established fact that people will    an cause instability in the natural environ- ft       .           ;„-',,„, . 
not endure the agonies of deprivation until    ment, proves that those social forces which ™ WRITER OF a letter 'Wearing «n 
they no longer fed human^If their needs    can c.Jse instability within society may also *J^_*_*~___i _** *L"*g 
include the*basic necessities of life, then    fall prey to human remedy. ^__^^_J_tno^_.J__\x _Z _ in the name of reason we must realize that           Thus we cannot compare the conflict artjde appeamg on Ae etoral page of 
the needs of the human body are sdentifi-    between men in wars of revolution with the Otl9«w oftb'»%«»• 
cally based in the principles of Biology.         lower animals struggling hopelessly in their *"."**•,™~ J^/ELS 
It is only natural for an organism to    natural environments.   The historical ten- Student Are You?,  dealt with four general 
die if it fails to acquire enough of the es-    dency for people experiencing socially un- categories of college students.   The four 
sential raw materials needed for life.   Per-    stable conditions to desire and impliment categories were coUegiate^ voathcaajaca- 
haps by now you are thinking about the de-    social stability is   what   may be   called a Jemic and nonconformist    The infonna- 
priVation andTesulting starvation that oc-    scientific fact which apparently some be- »« "«™«W ea* w« based on research 
curs when many animals in their natural    lieve to be a form of prejudice. &**_? \ __3__?_      u~„      _ 
environments are confronted with short-           All ovei the world there are people . ™ra**t*"*J**________ 
aces    Indeed, this must represent the na-    who have for generations   been   living in under the vocational type of student is what 
tural contridiction to the innate biological    what we would consider substandard, or lead to thepirate letter and that sentence 
needs of an   individual organism.   How-    (unstable)    circumstances.   It   would be along with the misunderstandmg can be ex- 
ever, it is important to realize that when we   easy to conclude that since they have been P""* 
are ODScrvinfthe deprivation of lower ani-   existing in these circumstances for so long, *» Je first place the article was dis- 
mals (and not man), we are dealing with    they must enjoy them, or an attempt to bring cussing die vocational type, it was not im- 
creatues who do ni have the capacity to    about something more   desirable   would cussing the married allege students as *e 
ao anything about their (unstable) drrnum-    materudize. '«"« f ~? to J™« ««»*  Jg 
stanceT^                                                          In the 18th and 19th centuries, this at- «ly sentence which did mention married 
Would it be possible for a band of    titude was probably counteracted by the people in any waysaid in reference to the 
starving wolves to revolt against the blind    Christian missionaries from all over Bri- vocational type   They are married in many 
,x
   forces of nature which areWmsible for   tain and Europe who tried tt> bring Christ cases  and sometimes.have.children, 
their feelings of instability?   Should they    and civilization to many of the backward By means of a syllogistic chagram_ this 
*     venLSusT attack the   irucrc^rgarusms    peoples of the world.   The first contacts misunderstandmg can readdyj* explamecL 
wS are destroying the plants thSfeed    Sed fruitless; for the traditional beliefs One circle represent, all vo^*«bU 
i     toeanimals that £f in turn use for food?    and practices served as barrier, to the dif- andI the other all^nwned students.   The 
We know that it is absurd to think such a    fusion of western religion and technology, dark are. where the two overlap represents 
}    AolSrfoVwolves cannot see microor-    However as time went on, rejection grad- that portion of stodentewha*.re bod,    A 
!     ganiSs however, the most important point    ually turned into an acceptance which was very smal number   It does not say tharal 
3     uTthis article is that man can                       greatly accelerated by increasing contacts vocational students are married nor does it 
I           With the combination of two very im-    as the 19th century passed into history. state that all married students are voca- 
5     portant biological   resources: the   human           With the 20th century came the vastly tional. 
\     brain and the human hand, man has been    improved means of transportation and com- /&__-t__^ 
able to rise above the blind forces of nature   munication.   The world began to shrink.  ^/    TVPT■     \ 
which make starvation among lower ani-     Former differences between   nations   that /^RRIED   SBBBBV                         \ 
:
     mats a natural phenomenon.   '                          went unnoticed in the 19th century, became /STUDENTS J ^      L            \ 
If human need is the basis of political    more and more apparent as the 20th century /                    _             W           \ 
desire for social stability, then it must log-    blossomed. i  i   I                            / 
ically result from an alienation of the poll-            The   technological  and economic  ac- \               V     «■     j           / 
tkal   and  economic status quo  that fails    complishments of    the    western    nations \      m W        ~W                 / 
i    to provide for   it.   This means   that the    served as standards of comparison for many \1\ Jl          7^  
greatest enemy of man is man himself, rath-    people of the underdeveloped world.   We ^^     -^ 
er than the natural forces of nature.              must also note that the influence of this 
Throughout history it is possible to appealing way of life disrupted traditional It should also be pointed out that all 
trace the origins of many revolutions to patterns of stability. four of the types of students tend to over- 
societies that faded to uphold democratic The most outstanding example of this lap one another and that a line of demao- 
principles. Need for the inclusion of in- is the rapidly increasing population rate cation would be hard to draw from student 
dividual economic opportunity within the    that was   caused by   the   introduction of to student. 
definition of democracy is apparent. Failure    superior, western, medical technology. Tra- This explanation is offered in the hope 
to do so can result in the crystalization of    ditionaily the high (birth rate) was bal- that the offended persons will realize that 
vastly unequal distributions of wealth, and    anced with a coorsepondingly high (death they have not read the article as closely as 
as history warns, this is a great step toward    rate).   The mortality rate has been greatly they might have. 
social suicide.   Indeed these dire circums-    lowered; however, the fertility rate remains If after reading this explanation, the 
tances reienforce some of the various cycli-    the same, or perhaps in some cases has in- injured party still feds that they have been 
:al theories of declining civilizations.            creased. grossly offended then die Progress extends 
No longer does man compete with the <2"£**S S SS >> its apologies.   But only then. 
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LETTERS^^EDITOR 
Questions Picayune Rules 
Editor: 
As a graduate student, former Militant 
residence director and newcomer to the llaatem 
campus, I would like to comment upon and crit- 
icise some of the policies maintained by the 
University. Current literature distributed by 
the authorities and administrators of the Uni- 
versity expounds upon the rapid growth and 
S • 
to 
tt 
available to 
However, progress in Individual aotonnsny 
and responsibility has been uiefSoohed. Mdtt- 
mlllton dc<aMvdonnltoe«ae_SBd educational fa- 
ucio^r. a^nSanl^lndwSSata'ar. rtlf by 
picayune rules and regulations. After success 
fully ooimJarlBf one or two years of college, 
students should be responsible enough to man- 
age their own affairs. A letter grade is not an 
Indication of maturity. 
To be told whan to walk, bow to apeak, 
where to smoke a cigarette; to he pwisn—d for ■peaking from a Window, wafting barefoot in 
a dormitory, or sitting without a robs OB in 
your own room, is an insult to an educated per- 
son. It has bean stated by many educators 
that 70 per cent of college learning takes place 
outside the confines of the classroom. However, 
at ■aatstii we are supposed to remain encap- 
sulated within four walls. We are not afforded 
the right to engage in aetrvltlee that 
person to interact with his peers. 
If a door is left ajar after a 
points tn nabls to ha given 
of  girls engage  in 01 
Ideas and learn from 
done with  minimal 
may  be   incurred.   In  comparison,   a 
garten chfld has more finaoni to aq 
environment and interact with his _ 
does a college girl    (To cite a petty 
"hall patrol"—the curtailing of speed 
dorm activities and radio hstentag to a 
i a waste or 
Ida 
grading to any person.) 
Whoa such minor facets of daily Ma are 
flu     over-emphasised, now Is a person to have ra- 
th     spect for legitimate rules and regulations T Booh 
ed-     regimentation can only toad to complete dto- 
regard for all stipulations, inctadmg those with 
a rtjrltimatt LrtiiiJOw*. 
College student* are too often crltioiaed for 
their lack of responsibility; hot how an they to 
moded tar today's society.   Uastern 
criticised for their "sultcaslng," for 
of interest In their school.   Can yon 
parson for iJaairmg freedom tram 
which were not 
school T 
If Uastern is to grow in aU 
authorities wish to produce 
making decisions; if students an to 
campus to enrich the school sad 
than eome research should be 
of itudeMit uitooomy 
In 
?ht the 
of 
Contemporary Commentary  On Our Times 
There is no need to elaborate on the 
milignant nature of the times we live in. 
Never in die history of America have con- 
flicting interest groups been so desperate in 
their attempts to influence each other and 
the nation. 
A generation of young Americans have 
alienated themselves to adult conventions. 
They stare at their elders with drugged 
eyes; they go to jail or Canada rather than 
Vietnam, and cry out in a protest that has 
shaken the foundations of a nation. 
The United States is now engaged in 
an armed conflict. There have been many 
words spoken and written about this policy, 
and to the surprise of many, there are a 
notable number of citizens against what is 
going on. This literal need foe confor- 
mity in opinion requires publicly ideritirying 
any opposition with more extreme and srl 
acceptable forms of political opinion. 
Yet there is a rather paiadcatcal fact 
to be observed about the people harboring 
these {Mints of view. This is the undeny- 
able degree of higher education most of 
them have attained, indeed, they are mostly 
represented by those who are spending large 
amounts of time and money m snstkutiona 
of higher learning. Every day many of 
them learn about the problems of politics 
and economics related to large masses of 
people. Is it any wonder that they feel 
more informed about these matters than 
the average man on the street? J 
(ftp Eastern ftogrraa 
Weekly Stodent PubUcatiea of Eastern Kea tacky Unh 
STAFF MEMBERS: Ron Boggi, Debbie Cobb, Jo- 
Anne Collins, Connie Davis, Shelly Denham, Carolyn 
Durham, Karen Oarvln. Vickl Oormety, Cathy Hellen, 
Diane Hopkins, Judith Ladford. Cynthia Lock*, Cheryl 
MarmiUot, Roberta Osbom, Kenneth Putnam, Terry 
Rankin, Oayle Schloss, Robert Sprankle, Edwin Tay- 
lor. Karen Taban, Allen Trimble, Judy Wlgiesworth, 
Deanna Wilklrson. 
1 
Entered as Second Class matter at the Poet Of- 
fice In Mchmond, Kentucky, «H70. 
Puasehsd weekly throughout the school year and 
twice daring the aunnnsi term, except for examination 
periods and holidays, by the authority of the Board of 
Student PusMratlnna at Eastern Kentucky University. 
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THE BEST OF HAYNIE 
McGill && 
Cleveland And Memphis Show Us 
By RALPH McGILL 
In Cleveland, Ohio, State Represen- 
tative Carl B. Stokes, Negro, won the Demo- 
cratic nomination for mayor. He did so 
because he received a rather heavy support- 
ing vote from wards predominantly white. 
He now is a slight favorite to defeat Seth 
B. Taft, Republican nominee, in the Nov- 
ember 7 election. 
In Memphis, Term., State Represen- 
tative A. W. Willis, the first Negro to be 
elected to the state legislature, ran fourth 
in the mayoralty campaign. He was drop- 
ped to this low position because voters in 
wards heavily Negro in population went 
against him and for the two leading white 
candidates. 
This is a healthy ambivalence. 
Happily, it is not too rare. By and 
large, the Negro voter has shown that he 
will vote about like anyone else unless his 
interests are involved. There are many po- 
tential bloc votes in our society. These in- 
clude labor, the Goldwater-type right wing- 
ers, and racists and the several extremist 
groups at each end of the political spectrum. 
For a time, as illustration, the American 
Medical Association voted largely as a bloc 
(though not entirely so) against candidates 
who espoused Medicare. The farm bloc 
was tremendously powerful in local and 
national politics. It has lost some force, 
but still must be reckoned with as a balance 
of power in states most dependent on agri- 
culture. 
Blocs, whether farm, labor, Negro, 
"white backlash," black power, or profes- 
sional groups, vote as blocs only when self 
interest is at stake. One of the more pre- 
posterous attitudes is that of the candidate 
who has opposed all legitimate aspirations 
of the Negro citizen but who bitterly as- 
sails the "bloc vote" that goes against him. 
There are extremist groups, or blocs, of 
white and black persons who vote blindly 
and irrationally. The black power radicals 
insist on setting up an apartheid situation, 
with the races rigidly separated. They heat- 
edly deny any possibility of a nonracial so- 
ciety. It is plain that the world cannot 
survive if it is separated into hostile races, 
some weak, some strong, and all made less 
in mind and soul by all the evils that grow 
out of "apartheid" situations. (Surely 
America can see that in the problems of her 
cities which have stemmed largely from seg- 
ragation and its deprivations.) There is a 
bloc vote that angrily opposes what anyhow 
is going to come—open housing. 
We are, the world over, in a new en- 
vironment. It is being'shaped by an in- 
creasing technology, population, and urban 
concentrations. It is easy to say, because 
of all the revolutionary changes, social, ed- 
ucational and technological, that our society 
is "sick." 
Name me a well one. Where is just 
one "healthy" society? 
The Soviet society is in deep travail 
about cities, agriculture, water pollution, 
its intellectuals, writers and artists, and 
problems produced by its own technology. 
The developing countries are not "well." 
They are, instead, ravaged by poverty, pow- 
er struggles, lack of technology and educa- 
tion. The Middle East is sick with similar 
lacks. It also is ill because of the feudal 
jealousies of petty leaders. Great Britain 
is "sick."   So is France. 
We are all caught up in a tornado 
change and are forced to live in the en- 
vironment that is strange and, therefore, 
uncomfortable. There are those who 
blindly fight change. They are a part of 
the infection. 
The United States is a vast country— 
therefore, its "sicknesses" are large by de- 
gree. 
Meanwhile, as Memphis and Cleveland 
show us, there is strength in our democratic 
system.   There are changes ahead that will 
test it.   There is no "sickness" we can't 
cure. 
(DMribotod 1SS7, bjr 
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Apathy Of Time 
Where wisdom is a land for deadly 
breath— 
And the wise a lonesome few— 
Every lot amounts to hopeful death, 
for that alone is true: 
True to life, it's a loyal friend 
That knows no jealous hate, 
But only time and the constant end: 
To the wise, some careless fate. 
There is no fear in dying unlearned 
For ignorance is truly bliss, 
And death a kinder, warmer end 
Than that so empty as this— 
A parroted life on faulty stage 
Filled with idle dreams 
And the ironic shame of silent rage; 
No player may be as be seems. 
Every poet soon plays this part, 
Feigns a cause for rhyme, 
Too soon would give the reason in his 
heart 
For the endless apathy of time. 
—Terry Rankin 
"Oh, Say-Can You Seer 
Need For Social Stability 
(Oonttnaed from Page Two) 
As time passes, more and more people 
will have to depend upon traditional means 
of production. This will naturally cause 
more instabilty as traditional methods fail 
to adequately provide for an ever increasing 
population. 
■ Inevitably, the age old capacity of men 
for implimentation has rematerialized. 
Along with this desire for greater stability 
has come an assessment of the value of many 
traditional political and economic beliefs 
and practices. Awareness of the probabili- 
ty that some groups will tend to defend tra- 
ditional ideas (even in the face of their in- 
feriority), leads to the realization that only 
a form of temporary, totalitarian, strong, 
central government can persuade all of the 
many conflicting political and economic in- 
terest groups to unite under one banner. 
Thus the conflict between men in the 
undeveloped countries involves those who 
wish to preserve tradition, and those who 
believe that they would achieve greater 
stability and productivity with change. 
The desire of the latter group for .re- 
arrangement has been called a form of 
prejudice.   What do you think? 
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Days Of Maturity 
By TERRY RANKIN 
Staff Writer 
This thing that we so loosely term life 
seems to be little mote than a mrasnring 
device: One unit on a yardstick of Char- 
acter. 
We are all given the power to reason, 
and undoubtedly, situations, problems, 
emotions, choices, with which we ace to 
exercise that power. We are given exper- 
ience as a guide and teacher in final de- 
cision and conclusion; conscience, sensitiv- 
ity, and awareness so we may know it as a 
mistake when time says one has been made; 
talents, abilities, dreams and hopes ate 
things to invest in choices, for we all hope 
to better these things or realize them in our- 
selves. Education and religion give as 
morality and law and acquaint us with our 
own potential. 
And then one day we find ourselves 
alone with the formative part of all this 
behind us. We no longer will be taught, 
but must go out into the world and seek 
learning. We no longer spend time learn- 
ing what our potential is or what our in- 
vestments may be called, but most beam to 
realize and invest them. It is a day to 
choose between survival and success; exis- 
tence and life. It too may be loosely— 
termed as a day of maturity. 
Those who never know of it the in-) 
nocent or the helpless ignorant—continue 
in existence as followers of the mature. 
This is often the difference between a writ- 
er and a reader, a talent and a critic, 
or being and existing It is a time to be- 
come one in a thousand or one of a culture. 
The question becomes "Am I strong enough 
to succeed, to overcome mere survival?" 
This is perhaps the most crucial choice 
of an entire lifetime, for everything mat 
follows it is centered around the answer. 
That answer gives the ^iy*— the par- 
pose to one's lifetime. Survival has its 
purpose in menial task and management of 
time; success in the search for peace. Sur- 
vival becomes fact; success an abstract and 
personal theory. One is final and tangible 
while the other is cyclic and held only in 
one's heart rather than his mind. 
And this character that is so carefully 
measured, could it be that that is what is 
molded by life? Is strength of (haracier 
that successful? Are its weaknesses les- 
sened to survival? The stronger the char- 
acter the greater the success. It sounds 
true, and it logically fits life 
, , 4 I don't go to church every Sunday, 
either.. 
Meet New Friends Just off Campus on 2nd. St. 
VARSITY GRILL 
Open To Serve You 10 AM - 8 PM. 
STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY ON A DINNER. 
PLATTER AND SANDWICH SPECIAL-OF-THE-DAY. 
. 
Abo Your Choke Every Day at Regular Low Menu Prices of: 
2* DINNERS. 12 VEGETALES. 35 SANDWICHES, o PLATTERS. 
And a complete Soda Fountain Service. 
Save 10% On AN Meats By Using Our Special Student Meal Tickets! 
Canfield Motor Co. 
Wishes to toko tub opportunity to commend ofl the many people. 
laens|isil|lls and Eastern students, who rushed to our aid Thursday 
tfcefire.   We don't know your names but you were most 
rl good to see the efficient way the 
■lucuatad the comp—y records and cars, which 
To one and ail we say—Thank You and well done. 
CANFIELD MOTOR COMPANY 
Maurice M. Canfield 
Complete Laundry 
and 
Dry Cleaning Service 
DrSCOUNTHEASTERN STUDENTS 
ON DRY CLEANING 
Shirts And Pants On Hangers 
No Extra Charge! 
MADISON LAUNDRY 
AND DRY CLEANERS 
Across Fromtus Station    Third & Water Srs. 
-a 
NOW, 
CIEIMI llllllll Clflll Mil 
130 qoi ooi i 
JOHN    Q   MODERN 
ISE YOUR STANDARD OIL 
CREDIT CARD HERE! 
You may charge parts, repairs and 
service —up to $50 per job. Your 
charge here will be included with 
your regular monthly Standard 
Oil statement for gasoline and 
other service station purchases. 
SALYER CHEVROLET CO. 
EASTERN BY-PASS RrCHMOMD.KY. 623-3350 
THE RIGHT SIDELINE 
PLAY 
IS 
WITH CO- 
FROM THE 
U   SHOP 
Qty» 
212 WATER ST, 
IJI 
BsMslDfeuausB 
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The View 
From Here 
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Rough Weekend For OVC Teams 
The Ohio VaUey Conference football teams bad a rough 
weekend against non-conference teas. All four teams that 
war* not In action in the conference-Austin Peay, Middle 
Tennessee, East Tennessee, and Tennessee Tech-lost to 
their opponents In close eames. 
These OVC teams, composed of the Tennessee member 
schools, showed In parts of their games that they will have 
to be reckoned with In future games and next season. 
In these games, Chatanooga downed Tennessee Tech, 28- 
13- QuanOco Marines edged East Tennessee, 3-0; Tennessee 
Martin Branch outdeuled Middle Tennessee, 44-36; and Kind- 
lay (OMo) defeated Austin Peay, 14-0. 
This   week  all   conference  teams are In league action. 
PLAYERS OF WEEK NAMED IN OVC 
Billy Walker, Middle Tennessee quarterback, was named 
Offensive Player of the Weak for his performance against 
the University of Tennessee (Martin Branch). Walker went 
Into the Ohio Valley Conference record books as he completed 
29 out of 35 passes, and he also threw five touchdowns. 
Eastern's Jim Gulce bad held the record for touchdown 
passes with Murray's Larry TUlman at four. 
The OVC's Defensive Player of the Week went to Phillip 
Farlnella, middle guard from Austin Peay. He had 18 tackles 
and 10 assists against Flndlay of Ohio in their loss to the 
Oilers. 14-0. 
Colonels Seek Revenge Over 
Tennessee Tech On Saturday 
Stay Tough Big 'E'2 
Freshmen Thinclads 
Outdistance Wildcats 
Golden Eagles Pose 
Strong Running Game 
BY ALLEN TRIMBLE 
ASST.   SPORTS EDITOR 
The Eastern Colonels will be 
out to gain a certain amount of 
revenge this Saturday afternoon 
when they take the field against 
the Tennessee Tech Golden 
Eagles. 
Last season, Tech Inflicted one 
of three season losses against 
the Colonels by defeating them 
7-3 In Eastern's Homecoming 
encounter. Last year's game 
resembled a swimming meet, 
as the game was played during 
a rainstorm which greatly ham- 
pered Eastern's offense. 
Tennessee Tech's offense will 
depend largely upon the running 
of sophomore fullback Larry 
Schrelber. Last year aa a fresh- 
man, Shrelber gained SSI yards 
while averaging better than 4.2 
yards per carry. 
Besides having one of the lea- 
gue's finest fullbacks, Tech 
boasts some of the finest line- 
men in the league. Guards Steve 
Dillard and Bob Sarn along with 
tackle Bob Domlnlck and end 
David Huston will provide ex- 
perience and talent to the Tech 
offensive and Defensive line. 
Last year Tech finished  the 
season with a S-S overall re- 
cord. They finished 4-3 In the 
OVC, tying Eastern for a third 
place conference finish. Tech's 
record so far this season stands 
at 2-2. They are In sole pos- 
session of third place In the 
conference. 
In conference play Tech has 
defeated Murray and East Ten- 
nessee, while losing to More- 
head and Western Kentucky. 
Eastern will counter with the 
Passing of Junior quarterback 
Jim Gulce and the receiving of 
senior end Aaron Marsh. 
A question mark for the Col- 
onels will be freshmen half- 
back Jack McCoy. McCoy miss- 
ed last week's Murray game 
with an ankle Injury obtained in 
the Western game. If McCoy 
Is unable to play halfbacks Fos- 
ter Harris and Ted Holcomb 
will be available to take up the 
slack In the running game. 
As waa the case last week, 
Eastern must win to stay 1*: 
contention for the OVC crown.: 
Both conference leaders em* 
erged victorious last weekend. 
as Western defeated Morehead 
30-19, and Eastern triumphed 
over Murray 28-7. 
Tournaments Are Underway     E"*™ ^i" °ver 
Thoroughbreds, 28-7 
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MOR. 
Bobby J |  qwirojy SMITH'* 
IARRER ft HAIR STYLING FOR MEN 
ALL STYLES — RAZOR CUTS. PLAT TOPS 
GENERAL TRIMS. AND HAIR STRAIGHTNING 
Phone 423-9128 
Cor. of Second and Main  Upstairs over U^Uy'% 
BY BOBBY WHITLOCK 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
Eastern's freshmen beat what 
has been considered as one of the 
finest freshmen cross country 
teams ever produced at the Uni- 
versity of Kentucky 19-36 here 
last Thursday afternoon. 
UK's Vlck Nelson, rated as 
one of the finest first year run- 
ners, was unseated by Eastern's 
Ken silvious and Jerry Kralss 
who finished first and second, 
respectively. 
Nelson finished one minute 
behind Silvious' winning time 
of 20:52 and 11 seconds behind 
Kralss. 
• 
One second off Nelson's pace 
was Eastern runner Glen Town 
who captured fourth place. 
According to Coach Connie 
Smith, Silvious "seems to get 
better  with every competition." 
In Eastern history Silvious 
ranks second In cross country 
only to All America Grant Cole- 
honr. Kralss has moved to the 
fifth position while Glen Towft 
occupies the seventh spot. 
Silvious set a new freshman 
record against Morehead and Is 
rated aa the fastest freshman 
in Eastern history. 
Otner finishers in the meet 
were Dean Dannenberg, Eastern, 
fifth; Larry Bloyd, UK, sixth; 
and Larry Wyatt, Eastern, sev- 
enth. 
BY JURAN D. PARKS 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
Flag   football was completed 
seasons play and will be In the 
final   playoffs.     In  League #1, Eastern's   offense   showed   a 
the Celtics  and  the All Mighty strong  running  attack,  and tne 
Souls shall be going on the gird- Colonel defense stopped Murray 
Oct. 31  with the play-offs for the iron,    in League #2, the Greens quarterback Larry Tinman cold 
final championships to begin on and  'T' E Co made the town-  as Eastern rolled to a 38-7 Onto 
w^inccH.u Nr,v  i ._._*    i •••■■• M••■ th«Nnrtk.  vauav   Conference   victory   ID Wednesday, ov. 1. ament.  League #3 saw t e orth- 
These teams survived the long era Kentucky Stars, the Racers, 
and the  Northern     AU Stars 
emerge.     The PBR'a,  with   a 
Valley
Murray Saturday night. 
• 
A    ".TLilN    . 
^HJ 
BT\K 
The Colonels scored the first 
time they had the ban going 67 
record   of 7-0, and the Organ -.rd, to nve playa. Grinders wUl represent League JM™~ "^ 
#4. In fraternities BOX with Two Gulce passes to Aaron 
a record of 5-0 will try to tackle Marsh and John Tazel, and an 
the aU powerful AXL. U yard run by Holcomb on   an 
You can hang up your rackets off-tackle slant provided the 
now because the tennis tourn- first score. Wait Murphy add- 
aments are over. The tourna- ed the extra point for a 7-0 
ments were won by Phil Nutter lead. 
and Jimmy Cook. Their losing Eastern struck again later In 
competitors were David Imhoff the first quarter when sophomore 
and Dennis Ray. safety Bob Webb picked off a TU1- 
The handball finals are sched- man p^ oa the uurny 33 and 
uled to be played Thursday, Nov. returned the pigskin to the seven 
2.   The following men are still y^rd im,. 
in competition for the champion- Holcomb scored on the next 
ships: Beilty, T. Maber, Martin, puy on a sweep of right end 
Parker, Grippe Lodenberger, ^lUr receiving a One block from 
Andrews and Cottonrfm. Tasel.   Murphy added the point 
For all of your basketball en-     "   ' 
thuslasts. entry dates have been 
extended  to  Nor. 7.    -_„  
due to start Monday,  Nov.  13. punt  on his own 38. a 
r. THE I College Life Insurance Company    ■ 
Of America 
. . . feaUuing the life Insurance pUa deaignrd especteuy for 
t-ollegr men, sold exclusively to college men.   Ask now about 
"THE BENEFACTOR" 
OVC   PICKS 
WINNER 
EASTERN 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
MOREHEAD 
MURRAY 
LOSER 
TENNESSEE TECH 
WESTERN 
EAST TENNESSEE 
AUSTIN PEAY 
BILL MANZ SATS, "You 
don-1 have to be an atfcette to 
realise that THE BENE- 
FACTOR' la the best policy 
for roar own defense, THE 
BENEFACTOR' Is designed 
useenlalljr for the ooUeae stu- 
dent Ask new about THE 
BENEFACTOR'." 
EASTERN'S REN SILVIOUS, 
la shown above working out In 
preparation for a cross country 
meet. Silvious is rated aa 
tecond only to Junior All- 
America Grant Oolehour. 
Play la Aaron Marsh fielded a Murray 
. . t i nd moved 
AU fraternities are urged to down the right «M*^ J^*™ 
enter both A and B teams if a wall of Mockers 62 yards far 
they have enough Interested team Ma third score of the year on 
members. kick returns.   Murphy kicked to 
For women. Intramural voUey- give Eastern a H-0 lead at the 
baU is scheduled to begin after first quarter's end. 
mid-term exams. AU sororities Murray put together their only 
and women's organisations snstajned drive of the night fol- 
sbould organize their teams Im- igmiag Marsh's score going 68 
mediately In order to enter yards in nine plays to score, 
the tournament. Watch for furt- RuaseU Hake provided the 
her Information in next week's scoring punch with a 16-yard 
Progress and on bulletin boards run off-tackle. BUI Humphries 
In Weaver Health Building. kicked the extra point to narrow 
Badminton lntramuralsforwo- the score to 11-7. 
&^SSfSJfc    The    00^^. 
turned  Into  Room 303, WeaverJJ* jtf-t « the  score at 
Health Buiioing. 
OTHER MAJOR COLLEGES 
WINNER LOSER 
WEST VIRGINIA KENTUCKY 
PURDUE ILLINOIS 
NOTRE DAME NAVY 
ALA1AMA MISSISSIPPI STATE 
SYRACUSE PITTStURGH 
HOUSTON GEORGIA 
TENNESSEE TAMPA 
MISSISSIPPI LOUISIANA STATE 
INDIANA WISCONSIN 
BUTLER WARASH 
Gulce got the offense back In 
high gear early In the final 
quarter aa he directed a 79- 
yard scoring drive that took nine 
plays, aU on the ground. 
Gulce provided the score as 
be  roUed around left end to 
cover the final U yards. Murphy 
kicked and the Colonels had their 
winning score of 28-7. 
Holcomb led Eastern's sur- 
prising ground game with 88 
yards in U carries whUe Beck 
and Harrla each carried the ball 
10 times for 56 and 52 yards, 
respectively. 
See William A. Maoz 
Your College life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623-6460 
7-Burton, 7-mch Toper 
CUSTOM SHIRT 
HnteHtttj &I}0p 
"   |[    211 WATER STREET 
I 
KELLY'S 
Florist 
& Greenhouso 
BBBBOCA BOTH CANDY 
IDEAL CAFE 
THE   REST  PLACE    TO   1AT 
CHAR BROIL STEAKS & 
BROASTED CHICKEN 
241   W.  MAIN STREET 
PHONE 423-9841 RICHMOND. KY. 
MADCO MOTORS 
Home of Sharp Late Model Cars 
Phone  623-6500 Rfg  HE!  Aw. 
'47 CHEVELLE, 2 Dr .H.T.. SS, 4 Sp.. 394 
'44 CHEVROLET. Impata. 2 Dr.. H.T.. V-8. St* 
'45 PLYMOUTH. Sport Fury. 2 Dr. T.T.. Al Pow- 
•r. Avto 
'44 MUSTANG. Convwrtiblw, V-8. Automatic 
'44 FORD. 2 Dr. H.T.. 4 Sp.. 390 
i 
PRICES REDUCED 
ON 
SWEATERS       SHIRTS 
PANTS SUITS 
SPORT COATS 
FASHIONS FOE. MEN 
202 SOUTH THIRD 
RwtwwM Uttte Hoeis. And Copper Kettle 
I .". 
• l 
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Terror To Opponents 
BY AL CLARK 
SPECIAL   WRITER 
Eastern'* Ron Reed  1* quite 
education area major. 
Reed likes playing football (or 
Eastern: He said, 'Eastern has 
_ athlete. Alone with being >L»»* !»» ^Jg**1***' 
linebacker on the Colonel foot- Tne k,n<1 <* football Eastern play, 
ball team, he Is also an ex-1" tou«n- P»°Pl« don ' TmU" 
ceptlonal goUer. how tou** u r*»uy '«• 
Ron came to Eastern after The well-mannered linebacker 
attending Cumberland College states proudly, "It feels good to 
for a year. He was at Cumber- know you're one of the best In 
land on a Golf Scholarship. He the country. It gives you that 
has been a linesman for as long something extra every week to 
as he can remember. At home, shoot   for.  We all  think we're ™t^^«z£x r=r«h^ saws K^RJ: 80^rH."uS 
Weekly Awards Received 
Ted  Holcomb, a Junior from 15 tackles and IS assists.  They 
Troy,  Ohio,   was   named     the miBO caught the passer for los- 
"Renegade"   back of the week. aM seven times. 
He gained  58 yards  In. n car- 
ries and scored two touchdowns.     Bob Webb, a  6-1,  190 pound 
playing for injured freshmen sen- Ida, 
satlon Jack McCoy. back   »ward   for   his defensive 
There was a tie for the'Head- PlW »fmlnst the Racers. His 
hunter" lineman award. Jim 85-yard pass interception in the 
Dernier, a 8-10, 218 pound Jun- first quarter set up Eastern's 
ior from Bellevue, Ky., and second touchdown. As it turned 
Miller Arrltt, a 0-2, 210 pound out, this would have been the 
Junior from Partlow, Virginia, victory touchdown as the Col- 
were the two men who tied for onel defense allowed the Thor- 
the honor. In the Murray came, oughbreds only one touchdown. 
Demler and Arrltt comblnedjor 
St 
> 
> 
Your "I. D." CARD 
(STUDENT OB FACULTY) 
Makes You Eligible for 
Special Consideration 
when yen parch— 
IPTION PRESCR   EYEGLASSES 
CONTACT LENSES 
BUDGET TERMS 
MONPRIED  OPTICAL 
135 W. Short      LEXINGTON       Ph. 254-6583 
I 
HOME COOKING 
You Are Always Welcome at... 
GOLDEN RULE CAFE 
We are known for good food. 
Home of those delicious 
homemade biscuits. 
423-9949 South   First   Street 
golf   course   and  everyone     In fense 
the family plays. "At first I usually the defensive ball play- 
wanted to become a professional er doesn't get all the glory, be 
golfer. I've worked In pro shops asserts," The right people know 
and gained slot of experience." you're out there. They know 
Reed said, "I usually shoot a- when you do something good. I 
round par with maybe a one think It's tougher playing de- 
handicap. Golf Is my game and fense than offense. On offense 
I guess I'll be playing all my you move the ball but on de- 
life." fense you've got  to make sure 
Reed might be considered a to stop it," Ron continued. "To 
"guts" football player. When he play defense you've got to have 
transferred here to Eastern he that 'Killer Instinct.' The qual- 
didn't have a scholarship, but ltles of a defensive player Is to 
decided to see Just how good be agile, mobile and hostile." 
he was. While In high school Ron led the team last year in 
Reed was honored in both his tackles and assists. He brought 
Junior and senior years by being down 185 opposing offensive men 
elected  to the All-County foot-  trying to gain ground. 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin Operated Laundry 
"If yourc too busy Htudylng to do your wuh, 
let our attendant* do it for you."' 
Z Hocks OTi W. Main, 
Corner of Poplar 4V. Lombordy Streets 
Set our Sign on the wey to Jerry's 
BON BECD. Colonel linebacker, poses a problem for oppon- 
ent* trying to run or pass against Eastern.   Versatile Reed 
mixes football and golf with many other activities. Reed 
was selected as the Ohio Valley Conference "Defensive Player 
of the Week" for his play In the Homecoming game against 
Western Kentucky. 
ball squads. Also In Ron's sen- 
ior year of high school he was 
selected to the Newark, N. J. 
Star Ledger All-State team as 
an offensive end and linebacker. 
Coach Kldd must have liked 
what he saw In the Cumberland 
transfer student. Ron made the 
Colonel club that first year, and 
also won a full scholarship. 
What makes a guy try to do 
something like Reed did? Ron's 
answer to this lnqulrey was, "I 
Just wanted to play- Actually no 
one  motivated   me   to   do   It." 
The six foot, 198 pounder has 
made quite a name for himself 
in Ohio Valley Conference annals. 
For two seasons in a row now, 
Ron has been chosen for the 
"Defensive player of the Week" 
award. This year's honor came 
as a result of his exceptional 
play In the Homecoming Western 
tilt. Here at Eastern he has also 
won Headhunter awards. Once 
last year and already three times 
this season. Some accomplish- 
ment for a fellow who "Just 
wanted to play." 
Reed Is quite dedicated dur- 
ing the football campaign. He 
doesn't smoke and also complys 
with all training rules. Reed's 
main objective Is to get the col- 
lege degree.  He Is a physical 
HNAMO 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
TWO CONVENIENT 10OM0NS- 
- MAIN STREET t BIG Hill AVENUE 
Sitting in on the somewhat im- 
promptu interview was another 
member of this year's Colonel 
squad, Don Wlgginton, who Is a 
pretty good linemen In his own 
right. Wlgginton commented, 
"I can honestly say Ron Is the 
toughest man I've ever blocked. 
The entire team appreciates his 
aggressiveness. He Is an all 
around hard-nosed ball player 
with great leadership ability." 
Compliments from teammates 
like the one wlgginton gave to 
Reed are sometimes bard to come 
by. 
Changing from football to golf, 
Ron's usual par speaks for it- 
self on his ability. 
Ron's golf Interest goes way 
back. Reed entered his first 
tournament when he was only IB 
years old. He won the tourney 
and was the youngest player ever 
to win that particular title. 
In the Trenton, N. J. District 
Caddie Tournament Ron shot 
a 76 which was good enough to 
take the honors. 
At his home course Copper- 
hill Country Club, Ron placed 
second two years In a row. 
Ron made It to the Semi- 
Flnals of the Trenton District 
Amateur Championships before 
he had to drop out of the tourney 
because of early fall practice 
with the Eastern football team. 
With these credentials on the 
links, it is easy to see why the 
long ball hitting Reed will play 
golf  for   the   rest of his  life. 
Ron's nickname around the 
football locker room is "Goat." 
Asked how a name like goat was 
tagged upon him, his reply was, 
"When we played at Marshall 
University  last  year  a lot of 
guys were watching television in 
the motel. It Just so happened we 
were watching cartoons. In one of 
the cartoons there was a goat 
that was sleeping. Beside him 
there was an alarm clock. The 
alarm clock In the room went 
Off, the goat Jumped out of 
bed and Instead of turning the 
clock off, he Just ate It 
I thought that was hilarious. I 
Just broke up laughing and col- 
dn't stop. Ever since, I've been 
known as "Goat." 
Ron was married on March 4, 
1967 to the former Carol Varlle 
of Winchester. 
Carol attended Eastern before 
they were married. Her .major 
was  psychology and  sociology. 
"Carol likes for me to play 
football. She comes and watches 
whenever she can. She used to 
go to all the away football games," 
Ron said. 
Ron became an athlete be- 
cause he wanted to. No one pushed 
him Into competlon. "I thought of 
the challenge Involved In sports. 
When I started I wanted to do the 
best. I guess that goes tor any- 
thing I do. There is no sense In 
doing anything if you don't wan1 
to  be   number   one,"   he  said. 
Football and golf are not Reed's 
only Interests. He enjoys any thlng| 
that has to do with the outdoors. 
Along with being on the gridiron 
and walking the links he hunts,! 
fishes, plays tennis, surfs on 
his own board In the Atlantic 
Ocean and water and snow skis. 
Sports are not Ron's only In- 
terest. He enjoys classical music 
and has taken drum lessons for 
four years, piano lessons for two! 
years, and took up the harmonica 
last year. 
Ron's mother is a piano and 
organ Instructor. "She puts on 
a few concerts every year and 
even has an agent," Reed added. 
Ron's dad is the New Jerse: 
Superintendent of State Build- 
ing Inspectors. 
On top of everything else, Ron 
Is also a member of the advanc- 
ed R. O. T. c. Corps. He Is a 
captain and will remain in the 
R. O. T. C. program until grad- 
uation and get his commission 
In the Regular Army. 
WANTED 
Sloppy Eaters With 
Messy Clothes 
\ Colonial 
Eastern By-Pass 
SHIRT SERVICE AND 
COMPLETE ALTERATIONS 
& 
mf*. ISU (4. 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE IN  THEATRE 
4 Miles South on U4S. IS 
Berea Road—Pk. StS-lTlS 
M, 
November 4 ft S 
'A FISTFUL! 
OF DOLLARS" 
With 
AND 
«B>r«Ba     MMUM      unm at 
"Where it's easy 
to park, and a 
pleasure to shop.'' 
WELLS BARBER SHOP 
Water Street Next to Bus Station 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
COLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS 
Featuring 
Go whore your Patronage is Appreciated. 
PHONE  623-3985 
cmiunft 
ttiAva CIBOT niifli ITV   ~ ALW YS FIRS  QUALI Y 
"Towncraft Plus" machine 
washable men's cardigan 
12.98 
Rat rib knit in acrylic/spandex for softness 
and stretch. Classic 6 burton, (addle shoulder 
style. Hold* its shape washing after washing. 
Choose them in bright heather tones or clean 
and clear solid brights. Sizes S-M-L-XL. i 
■■ AFTER THE 
FOX1 m 
irviTsi rotet* seeers 
And Victor Mature 
/ 
Tfes,Vii$nia, there is a 
Colonel Sanders. 
He's as real as the "finger lickin' good. 
Kentucky Fried Chicken he created. 
Why not pick up a box or bucket tonight! 
We.fix SWHIOU dinner wren titty* it ireek 
COLONEL   RESTAURANT 
MgHM Avenue    Did 423-41 SB    Richmond. Ky. 
GIFTS 
TO 
PLEASE 
Anyone 
Anytime 
MANY 
MOONS 
ANTIQUES 
AND GIFTS 
204 E. Man St. 
MONORAIL 
CAR     WASH 
MONORIAL AUTOMATICALLY WASHES 
YOUR CAR R4 JUST 2 MINUTES AND THE 
DRIVER NEVER LEAVES THE CAR 
50* JUST 2 MINUTES       mmm 
7X WASH I WAX 
2 LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
MR. NIX IS BACK AND LOOKS 
FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE 
JUST OFF OF EASTERN   BY-PASS   ON 
POTOR DRIVE 
OPEH 24 HOURS A DAY 
nmi I 9 £ R*v»;kU *$.'!^BBBB33 3ffiBMBM I &M&^?$*{iL Missis 
*wW- 
Pa— 4, EusHrn Ptogr—, Thuw., Nov. ^ 1967 
Gifts For All Occasions 
GOODWIN'S 
GIFT SHOP 
Greeting Cards 
Sealing Wax and Seal 
JAMIE   HOUNCHELL 
PROGRESS FASHION EDITOR 
The perfect transitional outfit 
as colder days arrive on campus 
Is the wool dress. 
In fabrics from tweeds to mad 
MOONIAY (^SWIMOT 
STOP IY FOR A DELICIOUS 
IREAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 4 A.M. 
Featuring 
Central Kentucky's Finest 
Curb - Dining Area 
— COME AS YOU ARE - 
FOR THAT LATE SNACK WE 
ARE OPEN UNTIL 2 A.M. 
Wool Dresses Welcome 
plaids the assortment of school- 
girl styles Includes designs of 
all degrees: classic to fad. 
The latest dresses feature top- 
low waistlines with thigh-high 
hemline*.  The flared, brief skirt 
1/3 SK for 
ssa@®MSA¥ igsmMB-aw 
v&'&^fcmfi- S. *x 
Is usually belted and often pleat- 
ed. A new version Is a circular 
skirt tucked at widely-spaced In- 
tervals. Another type low-waist- 
ed dress Is tucked from the neck 
to the hips In a light bell-shape. 
Ideas tor the upper portion 
allow more opportunity for In- 
dividual preferences. Mlnl-cuffs 
are French contributions. The 
ripper front remains from the 
pop erase. Epaulets and brass 
buttons lend military distinction. 
The kangaroo pocket and the 
stand-up collar are also ex- 
amples of the possibilities tor 
versatility of designs In wool 
dresses. 
The wool Is now most often 
a bonded Jersey. 
Of French descent the skinny 
little wool knit body dress Is 
another of the available styles. 
From It other wool knits have 
taken the Idea of many, mint 
stripes. 
Barbara Durham's wool dress 
U a skirted, culotte style. Mus- 
tard Unas run vertically on a 
dark green background. 
The  dress  has  long sleeves 
with cuffs closed by green but- 
tons that are matched by those 
that fasten the dress from neck- 
line to pleated pants. A wide 
green belt is the flnlshlrxt touch 
tor an excitingly new look In 
one-piece campus attire. 
Barbara's small-looking mus- 
tard purs* with Its long chain 
tor carrying conveniently has 
a medium-sise capacity. 
Besides being practical, mlc- 
rc-woHens are trend-settln' and 
go-gettln'. 
Awaiting winter weather, 
colorfully dressed Barbara 
Dunham takes a look at the cool, 
crisp outdoor*. Her confortable 
culotte dress 1* a dark green 
wool knit with contrasting mus- 
tard stripes. Cuffed sleeves 
pleated pants and a wide belt 
are all part of the pleasing per- 
sonality of this sophomore's 
dress. The matching mustard 
colorsd, gralngy leather shoulder 
bag has a weighted closing device. 
PI OMEGA PI Is a national Active members In PI OMEGA 
honorary society for outstand- PI consists of those undergrad- 
lng students who are Interested uates and graduates who are on- 
to teaching to the field of Bus- rolled as bona fide students in a 
lness. college or university and   who 
' The organization was founded have met the following requlre- 
June 13, 1923, at Southwest Mis- ments. 
sourl State College, Springfield, Each candidate must be en- 
Mlssourl. The Alpha BetaChaP- rolled In a business teacher ed- 
ter was Installed at Eastern on ucation currlculm and must have 
February 9, 1935. It was the expressed an Intention of becom- 
flrst honorary organization on tog a teacher of business sub- 
Eastern's campus. toct*.  Each candidate must have 
The alms of PI OMEGA PI completed at least three seme- 
are: ster hours In business subjects 
To create and encourage and and three semester hours In ed- 
promote scholarship In bust- ucation subjects. Each candld- 
ness education. ate must have attained a 3.0 
To aid In civic betterment In standing In all courses In busl- 
colleges and universities. ness and education and a 2.5 
To encourage and foster high over-all standing, 
ethical standards in business and Anyone Interested In PI 
professional life. OMEGA PI should contact any of 
The officers of the Alpha Beta the   officers  or   the sponsors. 
Chapter   are   President,   Clara 
Craycraft; Vice President, Julia   
Harrison Miller; Secretary, The newest performing group 
Erma Roark; Treasurer, Joyce on the campus elected officers 
Bush; Reporter and Historian, at a recent rehearsal. 
Bonnie Poxarnsky; Student Cou- The Men's Glee Club, a group 
ndl Representative, Beverly which Is open to any man on 
Poxarnsky; Parliamentarian, campus, chose the following men 
Robert Ecton, Sponsors, Dr. as members of Its executive 
Alfred Patrick and Dr. Alberta council. 
Hager.         Tom   Bonny, a  music  major 
from Irvine was elected presi- 
dent. Lewis Baumstark, a music 
major from her* to Richmond 
was elected vie* - president. 
Bruce A. Hale, a Pre-Med malor 
from London was elected sec- 
retary. Gary Grant a Political 
-Science major from Okolona, 
Ky., was elected treasurer and 
Jeff Fonnell, an English major 
from Worthlngton, Ohio, will 
serve as manager. 
These same people will act a* 
executive council for the group. 
Membership In Men's Glee Club 
Is still open. Those who are 
Interested may contact any ex- 
ecutive council member or any- 
one In the music office In Foster 
Music Building. 
New members have bean an- 
nounced by Circle K Inter- 
national, following a two week 
pledge period. 
The accepted members are 
Rex Allen, Lou Ames, Fred Bar- 
nett, Butch Ledford, Bob Mc- 
Donald, Dennis Miller Tommy 
Moody, John Mooney, Danny O* 
Neal, Benny Slawter and 
Charlie Williams. 
These young men spent their 
pledge period working with the 
Circle K members at the Hi 
Dollar Warehouse where the 
club was responsible tor patrol- 
ling the area, as wall as Bail- 
ing refreshments to those stu- 
dents working on float*. • 
Sm*nt S*V 
COLLEGE and CAREER 
N. 2nd St. Ph. 423-4200 
In The Cool, Crisp Outdoors 
AWAITING WINTER WEATHER, colorfully dressed Bar- 
bara Durham takes a look at the cool, crisp outdoors. Her 
comfortable culotte dress )■ a dark green wool knit with con- 
trasting mustard stripes. Cuffed sleeves, pleated pants and 
a wide velt are all part of the pleasing personality of this 
sophomore's dress. The matching mustard-colored grainy 
leather shoulder bag has a weighted closing device. 
J & DITALIAN- AMERICAN 
RESTAURANT 
Oeee S«v.n Days A W«-k 10 A.M. TN MW-Jojit 
Open SumnKry Til 1 A.M. 
Hi - PisWr. ■ NOW tent SswdwiCfc 
And We Have It 
Plaa lertjer — Catching ON Fait 
Privet* Campus Room rot* Students 
TOUR FAVORITE MEETING PLACE" 
229 S. 2nd. Phono 423-5331 
Math Course First 
To Ba Shown On 
Educational TV 
BY CONNIE DAVE 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
Eastern's first educational tel- 
evision course Hath 109, is now 
in progress. Math 10« is a course 
In Algebra and Trigonometry 
taught by Dr. Bennle R. Lane, 
chairman of the math depart- 
ment. 
The course U viewed six times 
a day on a closed circuit channel 
in the Roark Classroom Build- 
ing. It U shown between the 
hour* of 8:05 and 9:15 a.m. 
I 1:56, 8:05, 4:15 and 6:30 
p.m. 
During the first five minutes 
of each period the classroom 
teacher takes the attendance and 
hands back the students papers. 
Than the television course is 
turned on and lasts for thirty 
minute*. During this Urn* if 
any questions aria* In the stu- 
dent's Sand* about the lesson 
being discussed they write them 
down and ask the classroom In- 
structor during the follow-up 
session whan the telecast goes 
off. 
When asked Us opinion of the 
Icourse Dr. Lane commented, ■I feel there la more uniformity 
In the lectures by teaching on 
television rather than by hav- 
ing nine or ten different sections 
taught by a variety of profes- 
sors." 
Mr. James S. Harris, the di- 
rector of instructional services, 
said "I hope more departments 
will'look into the possibilities 
of having their course* taped 
on educational television." 
}*ess *¥o 
?«*se *IS 
r 
RICHMOND 
SUffLY 
STORE 
Fabulous Antron and nylon knit taffeta slips. 
No ding. Anti-static Marvelous to wear under 
wools and knits. Full slip in white, sizes 32-40 
ever***, sizes 32-36 shod. Half-slip, S-M-L. 
Richmond's 
Family Store 
Since 1893 
erego 9 n rt, no 
ELDERS 
KAY 
HARMONY 
GIBSON 
Us* Of 
The Little House 
N6W A6M VSgQ 
We Trs»s» Or Set 
Cissflili  List Of 
MPSSM 423.139. 
221 W. fetes* 
TELEVISION  REPAIR 
Specialist In Transistors, 
Phonographs. Car Radios 
CLICK'S RADIO & T.V. 
W. Irvine Street       Phone 623-3272 
SPECIAL! 
SWEETSHOP 
EVERY 
MONDAY-TUESDAY 
VA  Fried Chicken 
with French Fries 
-jew 
EVERY WEDNESDAY - 
FRIDAY 
Vi  Lb. Hamburger Steak 
with Frsneh Frisi—Slew 
89* 89v 
-1 
HERMANS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED $> 
. 1 
'- -   .   . ' . ' 
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A Detailed Study Shows Projected Results 
Editor* note: Thefollowlnjan- sent GOP candidate, missed by 
alysls of the 1867 Kentucky rub- the barest of margins becom- 
ernatortal cempalfn was pre- tag Kentucky'* first Republican 
pared by Alan R. Baldwin and governor since Willis In IMS- 
Charles D. Wells, political scl- 47.     From a solid Democn 
—Drawlntn courtesy of the Louisville Courier-Journal 
Dr. Pettengill Expresses 
Views On Coming Election 
ence seniors, as Part of their 
research In a course In Inde- 
pendent Work this semester. The 
county by county pluralities are 
adjusted at the end of the list- 
ing to show the expected result. 
BY ALAN R. BALDWIN 
AND CHARLES D. WELLS 
The analysis which follows 
should not be interpreted in any 
way as being an endorsement for 
either of the two major can- 
didates. 
The primary data used was 
compiled in a survey conducted 
by Auburn J. Wells, Assistant 
Professor of Political Science, 
Murray State University. Com- 
plementing the statistical data 
are studies conducted by mem- 
bers of the Political Science De- 
partment here at Eastern, and 
some estimations by the authors. 
Before the resolution of the 
question of who will serve as 
Kentucky's nest governor can be 
effected, several qualifications 
must be advanced. 
The first consideration to be 
made Is that we are not weigh- 
ing voter registration. The rea- 
son Is that while the Democrats 
seemingly control most of the 
state's public offices, the Re- 
publicans have for the past 15 
years been able to elect the two 
victory In 1969 (which may have 
been In part due to Mr. Combs 
being much better known that 
was his opponent Mr. Robslon) 
we progressed to a really close 
race In '63. Once there were 
two comparable opponents— 
both practically unknown to the 
public—the trend that had been 
so prominent In national races 
displayed Itself In the state race. 
Significantly, all but four of 
the State's one hundred twenty 
counties showed a Republican 
increase, and in most, the come- 
back was very strong. The four 
counties swinging the other way— 
Owsley, Hlckman, Perry, and 
Christian—did  so only slightly. 
To further emphasize our point 
here we cite the last two guber- 
natorial results in Christian, 
Governor Breathltt's home coun- 
try. Since this is Governor Brea- 
thltt's home, one would expect to 
see a big jump in the Democratic 
vote there, but the fact la that 
the plurality for Breathltt In 1903 
waa 4,914 as compared to 4,796 
for Combs four year a earlier, 
a gain of only 118 votes. 
The evidence so far has seem- 
ed to put the GOP ahead in the 
present race but we have not 
considered the Importance of 
candidate personality and qual- 
ifications. Undoubtedly, the 
personalities presented to   the 
BY  JUDI  LEDFORD ministration.   He   has   to   show 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER that there Is an overwhelming w 8> senators. 
Dr. Dwynal B. Pettengill, reason for overthrowing that ad- ^lso, f^t state has voted Re- 
chairman of Eastern's political ministration.* publican In two out of the last' voters in 1989 were not corn- 
science department, has closely He went on to say that Mr. three Presidential elections, parable, since Combs was tar 
followed the campaigns of both Nunn's challenge is not suffici- xta, points to the fact that party better known than was his op- 
Mr. Louie B. Nunn and Mr. antly compelling to change the discipline Is weak in Kentucky ponent. The hotly-contested De- 
Henry Ward In the race for the minds of the voters. He stated as voters quite often cross party mocratic primary of that year 
governorship of Kentucky. After that Mr. Nunn has not been able unes. contributed to making Combs 
weighing both sides of the issue to prove that conditions in Ken- Another characteristic of Ken- seem a "veteran" to the elec- 
carefully, be has predicted that tucky are as bad as he says they tucky  contemporary  politics Is torate. 
the democratic candidate Mr. are. He said that this Is clearly the Influence on state elections Inasmuch as Mr. Ward's pu- 
Henry Ward, will win the election shown by the facts that high- from the factionalism usually bile appeal is somewhat lacking, 
to be held next Tuesday. ways are being built, industries pr#MBt in the Democratic party, he has been fortunate In spending 
In      Progress  interview Dr.   are  coming into the state, and ln ^^ p^t three gubernatorial  many years In government ad- 
unlversltlea are expanding. races, the Democratic primaries  ministration without a single blot 
In conclusion,  Dr.  Pettengill ntve proved to be much more on his record. Ward has brought 
speculated  that since Mr. Nunn nelted contests than the general this out very weU in the campaign 
Pettengill said, "The voting pu- 
blic will normally continue with 
an existing political organization 
because It Is known, rather than 
substitute an unknown. In this 
case, the known factor is the org- 
anisation ln Frankfort; the un- 
known factor is Louie Nunn. In 
order to win he has to demon- 
strate that there Is a gross 
discrepancy  in the existing ad- 
Freshmen Election 
The Freshman Class Elections 
has  been unable to prove that .lections. 
GOP Leader VUrT 
Eastern Progress 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab 
24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
! AIL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE 
ernor  Combs ln 1959, an elec- 
toral   hlghpolnt for  the Demo- 
crats, the movement seemed to 
catch hold ln the state. 
In  1963,  Mr.  Nunn, the pre- 
Republlcan Pluralities 
ELECTION 
* DAY * 
Tuesday, 
November 7 
Adalr 
Allen 
Barren 
Butler 
Carter 
Casey 
Clay 
Clinton 
Crlttendon 
2000 
1000 
500 
1800 
500 
2000 
1000 
1600 
600 
Richmond 
One-Hour Cleaners 
I wui wring 
"Mcriiiiiiiiig11 
Tne MOST in Dry OeMhfl 
Pin a 3-HOUR SHIRT LOUNDRY 
Two Drive-In Windows 
CO. 
423-3939 311 W. 
LANTER MOTOR 
211 WEST IRVINE STREET 
Jwt Around die Conm from the Court Hot*. 
Specialists in Motor Tune-Up, 
Caibufatof and Ignition Worfc 
Also Transmission and 
General Repair. 
•TneSmoi Snop with the Ha Reputation" 
Did 623-4434 
m 
ALL THE NEW 1968 
PLYMOUTHS AND 
CHRYSLERS    , 
NOW ON DISPLAY 
LAWSON CHRYSLER 
PLYMOUTH 
Big Hill Avo. 
{£6a^ <£$#*>* 
DIAMOND 
OVA 
McCORO 
Jewelry0 
134 Wost Main 
FROMOIM 
"WHERE YOUR 
CREDIT IS 
ALWAYS  GOOD* 
Cumberland 
Edraondson 
Estlll 
Fleming 
Garrard 
Gray son 
Green 
Hancock 
Hart 
Jackson 
Johnson 
Knox 
Laurel 
Lee 
Leslie 
Lewis 
Martin 
McCreary 
Monroe 
Ohio 
Owsley' 
Powell 
Pulaskl 
Rock castle 
Russell 
Taylor 
Wayne 
Whltley 
800 
1600 
600 
100 
100 
1000 
1100 
100 
100 
1500 
1200 
400 
1600 
100 
1000 
1200 
700 
1600 
1600 
1100 
600 
60 
3600 
1600 
1750 
600 
860 
1700 
40,150 
Perry 1200 
Pike 1000 
Robertson too 
Rowan 280 
Scott 1300 
Shelby 2000 
Simpson 1500 
Spencer 500 
Todd 1000 
Trlgf 1600 
Trimble 1100 
Union 1600 
Warren 2500 
Washington 350 
Webster 1800 
Wolfe 860 
woodford 400 
Democrat Pluralities 
and the voters realise this, 
there Is an 'overwhelming rea- However, this year the fac- On the other hand, Mr. Nunn 
son" for a change In the ad- tionallsm does not seem to thre- cannot cite such an impressive 
ministration in Frankfort, Mr. aten Democratic Party unity,due record ln public service. To 
Ward will be the victor in this, to the decline of influence once compensate, he has tried his best 
election ln part because the h#M ^ form„ Governor A. B. to reduce his opponent's image, 
administration U backt     tbem.  .g^ppy"    Chandler,   who   was but without much success. 
soundly defeated ln May. In summary, one must admit 
What about this growth of that the results are uncertain, 
(Ooatlnued trees Plage One) Republican strength? Beginn- but if administration Democrats 
will elect Louie Nunn, but the ing in 1956 with Elsenhower's can overcome the tendency of 
, big question is, will the older victory over the late Mr. Steve- the "ins* to be apathetic it would 
will be held on November 21,1987, ^^ ^ppon a change? The nson and the election ln Ken- seem that, Mr. Ward should over- 
from 8:00 till 5:00. Petitions for r-8Ult8 ^y ^ „,„ following tucky of a Republican Senator come the Republican resurgence 
prospecUve candidates may be whftt miy w#u ^ 0tm ^^ ,ro. ln ^ y#mrj „e see a definite and become Kentucky's next Gov- 
procured from tte Student Goy- pOTimnt gubernatorial election of trend toward the Republicans ln Wnor. 
ernment Office  201 Student Untan „,,  century f0r  Kentucky. national politics. 
BulWlng, starting Monday, Nov- umitations preclude a     The extension of such a trend 
ember 6,1967. detailed   story   on Mc- into  Commonwealth politics, in 
m u   Ki. !ui .. ■*.*__ .nA .M-H  « ere more  interested 
study, was   de- 
kittle-later. How- 
election. of-Gov- 
Anderson 
Ballard 
Bath 
Bell 
Boone 
Bourbon 
Boyd 
Boyle 
Bracken 
Breathltt 
Brecklnrldge 
Bullitt 
Caldwell 
Calloway 
Campbell 
Carlisle 
Carroll 
Christian 
Clark 
Davless 
Elliott 
Fayette 
Floyd 
Franklin 
Fulton 
Gallatln 
Grant 
Graves 
Greenup 
Hardln 
Harlan 
Harrison 
Henderson 
Henry 
Hlckman 
Hopkins 
Jefferson 
Jessamine 
Kenton 
Knott 
Larde 
Lawrence 
Letcher 
Lincoln 
Livingston 
Logan 
Lyon 
Madison 
Mafoffln 
Marlon 
Marshall 
Mason 
McCracken 
McLear 
Meade 
Menlfee 
Mercer 
Metcalfe 
Montgomery 
Morgan 
Muhlenberg 
Nelson 
Nicholas 
Oldham 
Owen 
Pendleton 
' 
200 
1200 
800 
1000 
100 
1600 
1000 
700 
100 
3000 
100 
800 
100 
300U 
200 
900 
1000 
3500 
900 
2000 
1000 
1000 
7000 
6000 
1000 
200 
1000 
5500 
600 
1000 
2000 
1800 
2600 
1200 
1500 
2600 
300 
100 
3000 
2000 
200 
100 
1000 
800 
500 
4000 
700 
1200 
50 
1500 
1500 
1300 
7500 
1000 
900 
250 
1400 
200 
1200 
1500 
1400 
1600 
750 
650 
1700 
700 
118,850 
40,150 
78,600 
Spray 
C leans windshields, thaws 
locks. 14 as. can ZC30M 
Bi. 
Sillier 
Sale! 490 
rVfSTMN AU10 
Truetene® 
10-transistor.    Earphone, 
battery and case. DC3810 
W.A. 
Slider 
Special! 10.»» 
PHONE 623 1804 
RVJESTttffr 
J 
) 
DIXIE 
DRY CLEANERS 
Where your clothes receive that 
personal care that only long 
experience can give. 
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT. 
We Guarantee To Please. 
240 S. SECOND PHONE 623-1368 
Nov.4—Saturday 
"THE PAD AND 
HOW TO USE IT" 
Brian  Bedford,   Julie  Sommar*" 
It 
BURGERMATIC 
ON  EASTERN  BY-PASS 
Hamburgers 15c 
French Fries 15c 
Chuck Wagon, 
Creamy Milkshakes 
■ 
in 
Nov. 
"KISS THE GIRLS AND 
MAKE THEM DIE" 
Michael Connors 
Dorothy Provine 
Nov. 7—Tuesday 
'TWO FOR THE ROAD> 
Audrey Hepburn, Albert Flnnryf 
Nov.*—W. 
"ALVAREZ KELLY" 
William Holden 
Richard Wldmark 
Janice Rule, Victoria Shaw 
> 
N/bnogoms' 
Comlorl spoken hers . . . WithjpM! ja»T»t.y 
lightest ol brogues, 'jfcC "~'~f 
choice ol mon-toilor»d styles. 
Corlom* or calf, with 
distinctive brass monogram 
plate suitable 
for engraving. 
k'Corfam* 
poromerk 
man-made upper 
material. 
v*M«? 
j)m   -^BQDI 
yysssjxsyrssAryrssssssj^^^ 
COMPARE 
WITH THE   ORIGINAL" EASTERN 
RING WORN 1Y YOUR PARENTS 
EKU OFFICIAL CLASS RING 
by JOS TINS 
Ceeyrtffct Ne. «PMH 
Nov. 9—Thursday 
"SECONDS" 
Rock Hudson, Salome Jens 
Nov. 10—Friday 
"THE APPALOOSA" 
Marlon Brando 
Anjanette Comer 
John Saxon 
Emello Femandes 
Nov.  U—Saturday 
"THAT TOUCH 
OF MINK" 
Gary Grant, Doris Day 
Gig Young, Audrey Meadows 
Nov.ll—Monday 
LORD" 
Heston 
Boon* 
Rosemary Forsythe 
Nov 14—Tuesday 
NO MOVIE 
Community Concert 
Ronald and Jeffry Marlow, 
Pianists 
Nov. 15— Wednesday 
"NIGHT OF THE 
GENERALS"      * 
Omar Sharif, Peter OToole- 
rom Oourtenay, Joanna Pettet 
Nov. 1»—Thursday 
NO MOVIE 
EKU Orchestra Concnrt 
Nov. 17—Friday 
"RIDE BEYOND 
VENGEANCE" 
Chuck Connors 
James MacArthur 
Nov. »   uatnrsTay 
NO MOVIE 
Rehearsal for 
Organ Recital 
DISTINCTIVELY HANDSOME 
SUPERBLY DETAILED 
Nov. 
NO MOVIE 
Concnrt 
Brats Choir and 
Percussion Ensemble 
IS AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE 
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
YOUR ORDER MAY BE PLACED ANY DAY 
AT OUR JEWELRY DEPARTMENT 
Nev. 
NO MOVIE 
Anniversary Concnrt 
Alumni Coliseum 
Nov. n   Minpsj 
"BEAU GESTE" 
Quy  Stockwell.  Dous; McChjre 
Leslie Nielsen 
RING PRICES 
BONIATDU: 
10K YELLOW GOLD 
We Do Net Charge Bx.Ua To 
V. 
OsM 
TAX INCLUDED 
Dspestt Only •*•» 
a^t-amr- ON DKUVEBT 
Of Oaraat ( Osier) * 
Facet (Oat) Or Barf (Bsaoeth) Top 
Nov. 
"FUNERAL 
IN BERLIN" 
Michael Calne, Bva Renal 
Nev. It   Wsehssehj 
NO MOVIE 
Faculty Recital 
Don Hendrickson, Baritone. 
Accompanist, Landls Baker 
Nov. 
NO MOVIE 
Student Recital 
AS 
Ticket Office 
yxsssxssrxsyyy^syyr^^ 
l 
im MI. 
Starts life tM. 
LBH I IH H »lW*^;;^Jryli»!Ba#Gfrf?Wt •&';*&"*?-•.' »:*S3**r.-,9:i ^r*ii^^ife^'S;^^'S!^^^;i& 
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Campus 
alendar 
8:00 p.m. 
JTRIDAY. NOVEMBER S 
f.      7:30 pjn.        Campus Movto "The Rage" 
Brock Auditorium 
Readen' Theatre. "Saint Joan" 
Auditorium, Modal Laboratory School 
n     8:00-12:00 p.m.       Dance, Delta Theta Pi 
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 4 
8:00 p.m.        Football—Eastern vs. Tennessee Tech 
Hanger Stadium 
7:10 p.m.       Campus Movie—"The Pad and How to Use It" 
r Brock Auditorium 
J     8 00-12:30 p.m.        Sadie Hawkins Dance 
Martin Hall Cafeteria 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8 
6:00 p.m.        Sorority Council Case Hall 
ONDAT, NOVEMBER 6 
5:30 p.m.        Uncoln  County  Chib 201   University 
7:30 p.m.        Campus Movie— 
"Kiss the Girls and Make Them Die" 
Brock Auditorium 
lAT, NOVEMBER 7 
6:00 p.m.       SNEA FerreU Room 
*>    6:48 p.m.       SNEA RecepUon Wataut Hall 
V\    8:00 a.m.       Mr. Robert Rusllng and Mr. John Turnbell— 
Faculty Recital Brock Auditorium 
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 8 
6:15 pjn.       Young: Republicans Oriae Room 
7:80 pjn.        Delta Sigma Rho-Tau  Kappa Alpha Porum 
&    7:80 p.m.        Campus Movie—"Alvarez Kelly" 
Brock Auditorium 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 0 
7:30 p-m.       Campus Movie—"Seconds" 
Brock Auditorium 
Progress Editors 
Eastern's delegates to the annual Associated 
Collegiate Press convention are shown at the 
ACP awards luncheon. Seated left to right, 
Richard Eads. co-editor of the Milestone, 
Joyce Harville. managing editor of the Mile- 
stone, Mrs. Marsha Webster, co-editor of the 
Milestone and WUma Asbury, assistant editor 
to the Milestone. Standing are assistant^pro- 
fessor, Olen Kleine, adviser to the East* 
Progress, and Fred Muffins, editor of the 
Eastern Progress. The three day convention, 
held In Chicago this year, provided instruc- 
tional meetings for editors and staffs of col- 
lege yearbooks and newspapers from all over 
the
 
u
-
8
- .. .   _.*. 
—Photo by Bill BoUader, University 
Photographer, Ball State University 
as staff writers last Progress 
vear. 
jl (OSBMBMS from Page One) In   her  position   as   research 
% editor, Gayle Schloss aids with 
fnevllle, edits the Club Notes me fiung g^j  dipping of    all 
an    and    writes    feature articles that appear in the Pro- 
■tlclts       on      campus   org- gress.  A sophomore economics 
ilratlons. major from williamsburg, Ohio, 
^Karl   Park    Prowess soorts MlM sa'loBa *"> m— ■SSSSS3S 
*£r   is to chTrfTof"e o^er- Pf" 'J™ ""' C°",g" "* 
all   sports   coverage presented ."nlvfattlw. 
each  week.  Park, a sophomore 
accounting major from Rich- 
mond, directs the layout of the 
sports pages, and writes the 
sports column, The View From 
Hire. Park, a former basket- 
ball standout at Richmond Model, 
set a precedent In the Oct IS 
issue of the Progress when he 
edited three sports pages, with 
one devoted entirely to the East- 
ern-Western game. 
;5Park is assisted by Allen 
Trimble, a sophomore biology 
major from Richmond. Trimble 
aids Park with the layout of the 
sports Pages, and usually writes 
the lead sports' story. Both Park 
and Trimble    served with   the 
The Progress news editor, Re- 
gald Smith, is responsible for 
seeing that all newsworthy events 
on campus are covered by a staff 
writer, and then presented for 
publication. Smith is a senior 
business major from Plkevllle. 
He is active in Circle K, the 
Student Council, the Pike County 
Club and  the Mens Glee Club. 
NAME BRAND MDSE. 
- - NAMES YOU KNOW * TRUST — 
ALL ENGRAVING FREE WHILE YOU WAIT 
(GREEK LETTER8 INCLUDED) 
KESSLERS 
RICHMOND'S LEADING JEWELERS OVER 28 YEARS 
BEOLEY'S NEXT DOOR 628-12S2 
STOP and SNACK at 
BURGER BROIL 
The Horns of the Famous 15c Hamburgers 
French Fries. 
Shakes:    Vanilla e Strawbsrry • Chocolate 
Broiling makes the difference 
West Main Street Richmond, Ky 
Students Named To Education Council 
BY ROBERTA OSBORN 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
Two undergraduate students, 
Janet Terry and Bob Tarvln, 
have been appointed to the Fac- 
ulty Committee on International 
International  convention  to be 
held later tola year. 
operating for approximately sixty 
years. 
came from the office of Mr. Ed 
DeCarbo, coordinator of Inter- 
national education. 
Plans for the convention will Each year the University spon- 
be formulated In New York dur- sors one student. This student 
lng the month of November. It usually participates in the ex- 
will   be   held  sometime during perlment   durng   the   summer 
re* 
fac- 
Educatlon.     This announcement ">•  *»•»*«• ™ •»rly  8Prtog. In artsr.his Junior year. The 
either, Geneva or Amsterdam. resentatlve is chosen 
ulty committee. 
by 
Tarvln   lived 
Uruguay. 
with a family In 
Miss Terry Is active In the 
Council on International Re- 
lations and United Nations Af- 
faire (CIRUNA). This new 
organization is a combination The Experiment in Inter- 
of two former organizations on national Living Is an organization 
campus - the Collegiate Coun- with operational centers In Ver- 
di for the United Nations, and mont that sponsors students to go 
the Association of International Into homes in various countries 
Relations Clubs. Miss Terry of the world, mostly Central 
will represent CIRUNA at their America and Europe. It has been 
Bob Tarvln represented East- 
ern in the Experiment in Inter- The committee Is open to stu- 
natlonal Living this past sum- dents who are Interested in ta- 
mer.   During   the   experiment, ternatlonal affairs. 
♦ 
PIIIVATC a AUCTION BALCS 
CDMMKCIAL RCSIIDCNTIAL 
REALTORS 
PHONIS:   OrriCC 623-3B30 
SALESMEN: 
Dniirlas Chennult 
Phillip Cunnacln 
Nhrht Phone* 
62S-69S9 
310 Eist Main St. 
RICHMOND. K 
( 
I 
I 
Simca   -  Alpine 
Tiger  -   Minx 
Sunbeam 
Alpine        Imp 
RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY 
"For the lost in Economy Automobiles, 
col or see Gip Porke or Lester Eversote" 
—  ! 
Stocktons 
Dru&s 
* # 
Main Street 
Welcome 
Eastern 
Students 
and 
Faculty 
ti 
623-3248 
"CALL  US 
FOR YOUR 
DRUG 
NEEDS" 
@ BOOK STORE   PRESENTS 
MEMO   TO   THE   LOYAL   ALUMNI 
YOU'VE THOUGHT ABOUT IT ooo 
Jewelry's Finest Craftsmen 
L. G. BALF0UR COl 
The hallmark of perfection in College Rings 
NOW ON DISPLAY IN 10KT 
YELLOW. WHITE. & GREEN GOLD 
THE ORIGINAL EASTERN RING 
Exclusive At 
■I 
WHY NOT GET IT?     WALLACE'S BOOK STORE 
DELIVERY BEFORE CHRISTMAS 
L. G. Botfour representative will be in Wallace's 
Book Store in person to give full details. 
MONDAY, NOV. 6 - TUESDAY, NOV. 7 
X 
